Snapshot: City of Sierra Vista – Arizona Water Company

Per Capita Water Use  Gallons per Person per Day (GPCD)

- **RESIDENTIAL USE**
  - 2003: 116 GPCD
  - 2008: 105 GPCD

- **SYSTEM-WIDE POTABLE USE**
  - 2003: 148 GPCD
  - 2008: 131 GPCD

Scoring

- **Per Capita Water Use**
  - SFR GPCD: 8
  - SW Trend: 9

- **Rate Structure**
  - Slope: 0
  - Thresholds: 0

- **Conservation Measures**
  - Number: 5
  - Assessment: 0
  - Ordinances: 15
  - Funding: 0
  - Water Loss: 7
  - Effluent Use: 5
  - Total Points: 49

Recommendations

- Adopt rate structure that encourages conservation.
- Partner with the City of Sierra Vista on rebates for the residential sector.
- Encourage Arizona Corporate Commission to include conservation costs in rate recovery.